ABSTRACT Due to the viewing convenience for social media users' fragmented time, the short video has become a new carrier for users' network demands on information spread, news reading, social contact, entertainment, and leisure. Therefore, short video recommendation is one of the most important research topics in social media. Current short video recommendation algorithms mainly focus on detecting user's social attributes, developing cross-domain information and so on, few researchers combine video category information and multi-behavior information together. This paper proposes a content-based recommendation algorithm Category-aided Multi-channel Bayesian Personalized Ranking (CMBPR) for short video recommendation, which integrates users' rich preference information by considering the difference among both different video categories and different user interactions. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the CMBPR video recommendation algorithm, which achieves a significantly higher recommendation accuracy than the traditional video recommendation algorithms and solves the influence of the ''Long Tail'' effect.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a comprehensive information carrier, video always plays a leading role in the media industry. Especially with the popularity of mobile internet technology, there are 788 million Chinese mobile netizens by 2019 according to China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC). Besides, short video applications are rising rapidly, 74.1% mobile netizens use short video applications to meet their entertainment needs in fragmented time [1] . Therefore, short video, especially a new form of user-generated short video, is gaining increasing enthusiasm due to its short-length and viewing convenience on mobile platforms. The short video recommender system is an important function in social media platform, for it not only assists the users to explore the new videos they may favor, but also helps the social network to enhance users' stickiness. Since short video recommendation is very challenging, a continuous effort has made for this task [2] - [5] .
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Compared with the traditional long video, such as videos of Netflix which is a website for user renting and rating movies and expert-generated videos of American Broadcasting Company, the short video has the following three characteristics:
• Short videos are often made by amateurs via video capturing devices, digital cameras and video editing software. Differing from professional videos, short videos are often found on content sharing website such as social networks, web search and YouTube [6] .
• The length of short video is often within 10 minutes. Cheng et al. found that 97.9% short videos of YouTube are within 600 seconds, and 99% are within 700 seconds while traditional long videos are typically 1-2 hour [7] .
• The low production cost of short videos greatly enriches their content, making them cover various categories. Besides, the distribution of video category is highly skewed compared with traditional long videos [7] . This indicates that the users' preference on short videos are more diverse. The ''Long Tail'' effect describes the phenomenon that niche category short videos can grow to become a large share of total short videos to be recommended. The Long Tail effect is more important for short video recommendation problem compared with long video recommendation problem. FIGURE 1 plots the videos' popularity distribution of Netflix, PPTV, YouTube and Web Search [8] - [10] where the x-axis stands for normalized rank and the y-axis is the normalized popularity. The popularity of video is the total number of sessions referred to the video during the whole measurement period. Netflix, PPTV are websites featured as long videos such as expert-generated videos and movies while YouTube and Web Search are websites featured as user-generated short videos. We can clearly find that lines of PPTV and Netflix are more curved than those of YouTube and the web search. A more straight line here means a larger ''long tail'' which will accumulate more user demand. Therefore, the niche content of short videos have more significance than niche content of long videos [10] . Once this niche category is assembled, it can still attract a large scale of users. Therefore, the study on overcoming the Long Tail effect of short video recommender system is of importance and we need to propose a short video recommender system to tackle the Long Tail effect.
Although the Long Tail effect is very prevalent in short video recommendation scenario, few current recommender systems focus on this problem. This is because the key to solve the Long Tail effect is to identify users' special preference with high precision even the preference is very niche. However, differentiating users' demand with high precision in a large-scale dataset is very challenging for the following reason: the short videos in the ''long tail'' part usually belong to the niche content that only get a few accesses by the other users, therefore the latent vectors for these short videos of niche category will be highly imprecise due to the data sparsity and inadequate embedding, leading to incorrect personalized ranking. Besides, the users in social networking will produce complicated feedbacks to short videos, which greatly increases the difficulty of this problem. We need to make clear the correlation between users' preference degree embodied by multi-behaviors.
To address the above mentioned limitations, two types of information should be considered to better exploit the user preference behind the observed video view logs. First of all, users' personal preference is strongly related to video category. Therefore, video categories can effectively collect users' potential interested videos even if the potential interesting videos are accessed by a few users. Secondly, today's social media will collect multiple behaviors of users, and these behaviors encode different levels of user preference. In the case of Weibo, a Twitter-style social media, users usually have three kinds of operations to interact with short videos, including view, reply and retweet. Therefore, we intend to exploit different types of feedbacks in our proposed model. With the above two information, the recommender system will both consider user side information and item side information. Consequently, it will identify users' preference better.
Content based recommender system [11] - [15] can directly identify users' preference on video category via users' browsing history, however it lacks the ability to identify users' different level of preference on video categories that the user has browsed. Meanwhile, multi-behavior recommender system can differentiate the users' degree of preference via users' different feedbacks to short video but it lacks category information. Existing approaches for multi-behavior recommendation basically divide into two kinds, the first kind is collective matrix factorization (CMF) model and the second is based on Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR). We need to incorporate video category information with multi-behavior recommender system to better differentiate users' preference for different video. Despite there are CMF based methods that combining content information and multi-behavior information together [16] , [17] , CMF generates the user and item latent vectors based on pointwise method, making it difficult to interpret the latent vectors. Besides, CMF lacks the ability to define multi-behaviors' priority which is an import trait of how social networking users browse the short videos. BPR [18] utilizes pairwise ranking method based on preference orders and multi-channel BPR can assign different feedback level with different priority [19] . Pairwise ranking means each individual item is compared directly against the others so as to emerge with a ranking from highest to lowest [18] . Moreover, if we focus more on comparing the pairwise preferences relation of the same category videos, the computational efficiency will be largely enhanced by increasing the opportunities of sampling users' potential preferred videos as preferrence pairwise and getting trained as latent vector, consequently more detailed information about users' interesting degree for same kinds of videos can be obtained. Therefore, BPR based model is more suitable for short video recommender system. However, existing BPR models mainly focus on combining with multiple sampling criteria [20] - [23] or with relational data [24] - [28] , few BPR algorithms combine video category information and users' multiple behavior information at the same time. For instance, despite Guo et al. propose GcBPR to utilize generated data to resolve the data sparsity issue, they do not incorporate the item information and user behavior information together into BPR framework [29] . The difficulty lies in that we need powerful modeling capability to capture the multi-modal data with the BPR model when we merge multi-behavior and video content information into it. Besides, with the increase of system complexity, we need to design reasonable hyperparameters to control algorithm performance while not to increase the difficulty of parameter adjustment process.
In this paper, we proposed a novel Category-aided Multichannel Bayesian Personalized Ranking (CMBPR) approach, which combine content-based recommendation method and multi-channel BPR method together. The Category-aided sampling approach is for more precise preference comparison of users' potential interesting category of short videos, and multi-channel sampling approach of three different implicit feedback is for more detailed information of users' preference degree of a specific video. In summary, the advantage of our algorithm is that we convert a linear process of detecting users' preference to a comprehensive and nonlinear process. The users' preference is obtained from different dimensions (video category and multi-behavior) and then we decide the users' preference degree on the basis of the multi-behavior's correlations. In this way, once a viewed video information is collected, our CMBPR can fit the users' preference with high precision and prioritize the potential favored video as preference pairwise even if they belong to niche category. Correspondingly, niche category short video will get more accurate latent vector and CMBPR can resolve the Long Tail effect.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• For the modeling of video category information, we propose a Category-aided sampling approach based on Bayesian Personalized Ranking to capture user's preference. Through biased sampling between users' inner-class category preference and outer-class category preference, we exploit more detailed preference information and greatly facilitate in solving the ''Long Tail'' effect.
• For the modeling of users' different behavior when browse short videos, we propose the 2MC-BPR algorithm, extending the BPR sampling model by utilizing the impacting difference among users' different behavior. This is more suitable for real-world short video recommendation of social media for users will not only browse short videos, but also reply and retweet.
• We are the first to our knowledge that merge the Category-aided sampling strategies and 2MC-BPR algorithm together into BPR based framework as CMBPR, greatly improving the algorithm performance for it can better capture users' preference with multi-modal data while the algorithm complexity and parameter adjustment difficulty do not obviously increase. • We conduct extensive experiments on a large-scale real-world short video dataset of social media, demonstrating that our CMBPR method outperforms state-ofthe-art methods by a large margin. Moreover, we show that CMBPR can cope with the ''Long Tail'' effect in short video recommendation scenario for it shows higher prediction accuracy on niche category short videos. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we give a thorough description of our dataset. Section III introduces some preliminaries and presents our proposed method. In Section IV, experimental settings and evaluation protocols are presented. Section V briefly reviews the related work. Finally, Section VI provides some concluding remarks.
II. PRELIMINARY STUDY
In this section, we will give a thorough description of our utilized dataset. In addition, we will demonstrate the relationship between video category and user preference, and validate the Long Tail effect in video browsing.
A. DATA DESCRIPTION
Our data is from Sina Weibo, one of the largest Chinese Twitter-style social network platforms in China. Weibo is the most popular online social network, of which monthly active users reached 411 million, and daily active users reached 184 million by the end of the fourth quarter of 2018 [30] . Weibo strengthens the function of social media and brings new eras of short videos. For instance, Miaopai as a short video sharing app embedded in Weibo like Vline, Keek, and Instagram, dominating Weibo' s traffic via competitive strategy such as external video sharing, inviting celebrities to create original videos, and to provide valuable content for Weibo.
We collected our raw data from one of the largest Internet Service Providers in Shanghai, spanning a period between April 21st and April 26th, 2016. The records in the raw data contain detailed information about users' Weibo access logs in the 3G cellular network, including anonymous user IDs, timestamps, HTTP headers and base station IDs. From these HTTP headers, we can extract the users' video browsing records.
We find that there are substantial Weibo video interactions records in the dataset and some of them can be extracted by special URLs. Through packet capture, we identify the URLs of Retweet, Reply, and View. We need to pay extra attention that there are 0.8k videos without any text description, we categorize them as Others. In order to improve the data quality, we remove the users who watch short videos no more than twice, then we obtain a dataset consisting of about 10k users and 5k short videos.
From TABLE 1, we find that there are three interactions representing three different feedback levels. Considering the scenario of browsing video illustrated in FIGURE 3, we first view the video if we find it interesting, then we check the reply of the short videos to find the others' opinion. Hence, the interesting level embodied by reply is higher than view.
Similarly, if we find the video extremely interesting and thus want to share with the others, we will retweet the video to expand the video's influence. Therefore, interesting level embodied by retweet is higher than reply. Our dataset can also be an indication because the amount of retweet is lower than reply, and the amount of view is the highest. Besides, for each user, the videos he retweets are often included in the videos he replies. In summary, the priority order of the different feedback levels is Retweet>Reply>View.
B. USER INTEREST AND VIDEO CATEGORY
The user's interaction process is the user's real demand for the social network. Therefore, we need to collect user historical behavior data to better understand users' interest. According to Section II-A, Weibo classifies the video into 9 categories and the users typically have three levels of feedback on short videos, including Retweet, Reply, and View. Here, we define that the level of feedback and the ratio represent users' interest.
To validate our assumption, we randomly choose five users and demonstrate their percentage of visited short video categories in FIGURE 4. It is easy to find that different users have different preferences on video category. For instance, Fun videos occupy 60% for User 1, while User 2 prefers to view Baby&Pet videos. User 3 has more interest in Life video, and User 4 is fond of Movies and Others. User 5 concentrates most on Other videos. It is apparent that different users do have different interest and can be reflected by the category distribution of videos he has seen. FIGURE 5 lists the number of all the categories over all interactions and short videos. First, we find that distributions of different level actions and videos along categories looks similar. Then, we can find that the distribution of videos with different categories is highly skewed, ranging from 5.82% @Sports to 25.2% @Fun in FIGURE 5 [a] . Thirdly, we find that the distribution of the total number of videos does not necessarily proportionate to the distribution of View, Reply and Retweet. For instance, for some video categories of larger number, such as Fun, Others, Life, their videos' proportions are higher than or equal to corresponding proportion of View, Reply and Retweet. For instance, percentage of Fun video is higher than percentage of Fun for View by 0.3%, percentage of Fun for Reply by 7% and percentage of Fun for Retweet by 8%. Meanwhile, for some smaller amounts of videos, such as Baby&Pet, Star&Show, Sports and Music, their videos' proportions are lower than corresponding proportion of View, Reply and Retweet. This phenomenon is especially evident on the distribution of Reply and Retweet. Because different level of actions stand for varying degrees of preference, this phenomenon can demonstrate that the users will show more their special preference over higher level interactions. This also indicates that for some niche categories of short videos, minority of users will demonstrate their distinct tendentiousness to the certain category.
To find whether each category has a group of enthusiasts, we conduct BiCluster on user-category matrix [31] , the row of which stands for the user's category distribution of viewed videos and the column stands for the index of users. The result is shown in FIGURE 6. In this algorithm, if each row and column belong to the same BiCluster, the rearranged matrix will render the BiCluster as diagonal blocks. The diagonal BiClusters of this matrix have higher average value than the other ranks. We can observe from FIGURE 6 that almost each category has a group of users that favor this category most, despite that Fun block has a wider group.
With the above analysis, we expound the relationship of user interest and video category. Except for user interest, another challenge for recommender system is the Long Tail effect. We will discuss this problem in the following.
C. THE LONG TAIL EFFECT OF SHORT VIDEOS
The Long Tail effect means that a long tail of some distributions of numbers is the portion of the distribution having a large number of occurrences far from the ''head'' or central part of the distribution. In other words, a relatively small number of items account for a disproportionately large frac- tion of total consumption while the tail is relatively heavy in aggregate [32] . Since the Long Tail effect often forms power law, we usually depict it with complementary cumulative distribution function(CCDF).
The Long Tail effect is in consistent with two hypotheses. One is that most users prefer popular videos while only a minority want niche categories; the other is that most users have their special preference, therefore they will consume both popular and special content [8] . The key to tackle the Long Tail effect is to differentiate popular demand and special demand of users. For a recommender system, this means to identify users' special preference even it is niche content and then recommend popular items and special need items together.
Previous analysis in Section I shows that short videos have larger ''tail'' than the long video. Therefore, we want to depict our dataset with Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) to visualize the ''long tail'' of our dataset. The x-axis stands for number of videos and the y-axis measures the proportion which is greater than x. If the CCDF reflects the characteristic of power law distribution, then we will claim that the dataset possesses the ''long tail''. Apparently, according to FIGURE 7, the dataset has large, straight ''tails'' and thus keeps the power law across all the interactions and all categories. Besides, there are other interesting observations. As shown in FIGURE 7(a), the lines stand for the videos of Fun and of Baby&Pet have larger ''tail'' than the others. A larger ''tail'' means some users view video of Fun and of Baby&Pet with higher repetition. However, this may be caused by the large total number proportion of Fun and Baby&Pet, which are 25.2% and 13.8% respectively. We can also find that the ''tails'' have different gradients in FIGURE 7(c). A steeper ''tail'' refers that the smaller proportion of users will pay attention to this category. Therefore, categories of Sport, Movie, Music and Star&Show are all niche categories that attract the attention of the minority while categories of Fun, Other and Baby&Pet are popular categories. According to the definition of the Long Tail effect, the niche categories are the main component of the ''long tail''.
After demonstrating our dataset also have ''long tail'', we want to look further on whether the users' preferred video category is highly skewed when they retweet, reply and view. Therefore we count the total number of each category's videos when the users retweet, reply and view and normalize them as ratios. We then demonstrate the ratio of every user in terms of the three level of interactions in FIGURE 8. The boxes here can represent the skewness of a certain video category. In other words, the higher Quartile and Median of a box, the users show more interests in this category. For instance, the median of the box for Music in FIGURE 8 [a] is 0.5, standing for that median level users' retweet videos of Music occupy 50% of all their retweeted videos. Considering that the total number of Music category only occupies 6% of all videos, the tendentiousness presented by users who retweet Music short videos is very clear. We have to acknowledge that the boxes of Fun and Other have higher median and quartile, this may due to the fact that the Retweets in the dataset are very sparse, and most users only retweet a few times. Besides, the total number of Fun and Other short videos are much higher than the niche categories. The skewness of video category distribution can also be found in FIGURE 8(b). For instance, despite the videos of Fun and Others occupies 25% and 16.5% of all videos respectively, their medians are almost equal with the other categories. This indicates that users show strong tendentiousness over niche categories when they reply short videos. Music, Movie and Sport get least quantities in all categories, and their boxes have smaller lower quartiles compared with Fun and Other. However, we can still find that some users who reply videos of Music and Sport show strong viscosity for their upper quartiles are 100%. In FIGURE 8(c), the distribution of medians of all box roughly coincides with the proportion of total number of videos in each category. However, the upper quartiles of each category are almost same. This indicates that each category has a group of users prefer to see this kind of videos most.
In summary, there are three characteristics of our dataset:
• The dataset has obvious Long Tail effect.
• Categories of Sport, Movie, Music and Star&Show are all niche categories that attract the attention of the minority while categories of Fun, Other and Baby&Pet are popular categories. The niche categories are the main component of the ''long tail''.
• The users can show their distinguishing preferences through the ratio distribution of different categories of Retweet, Reply and View. Therefore, differentiating the users' preference over categories and interactions in finer-grain will improve personalized ranking accuracy of short videos and solve the Long Tail effect.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section we will firstly give a brief view of the problem definition and proposed solution, then we review the BPR algorithm, thirdly we discuss its drawbacks in motivation part, and finally we propose the CMBPR and present the algorithm's superiority.
A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We define U as the user set and V as the video set. In our learning scenario, the users have three levels of implicit feedbacks except for non-viewed videos, which are
..L n ) kinds of different feedbacks. Besides, we categorize our video dataset V as {V 1 , V 2 ..., V l }, where l is the video's category. Our goal is to optimize the sample procedure, biased sample potential preferred video category and give different level feedback according to users' multi-level behavior, so as to differentiate the users' preference with finegrain, recommend top-N videos that can solve the Long Tail effect.
B. BAYESIAN PERSONALIZED RANKING
BPR is a real ranking algorithm by maximizing the likelihood of observed pairwise preference ranking relations and seamlessly combines the existing MF and KNN models to achieve personalized ranking. As we define U as the user set and V as the video set, for item j ∈ V which the user u ∈ U has viewed (refers as Positive) while item i ∈ V that the user u has not viewed (refers as Negative), we can define p(j > u i), which means the user u prefers item j over item i.
We assume as the model parameter, BPR is to find the mostly likelihood parameters that meet the
where > u is the pairwise preference ranking of users' preference. We define p as the user' s feature vector and q as the item' s feature vector in , α as the learning rate and λ as the regularization rate, correspondingly, the model for the iterative solution is as follows:
where
As we can see, the accuracy of the algorithm depends much on the ranking process of selecting preference pairwise j > u i and the learning rate α. Although we can make sure that the learning rates are chosen suitable enough for the right direction gradient descent, inappropriate preference pairwise i, j will lead to slow convergence and low Hit Rate (HR). It might also be noted that the author also suggests that the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm based on bootstrap sampling performs better. Therefore, how to choose the appropriate preference pairwise j > u i will greatly impact on the prediction result.
Despite we can make sure that j stands for the user's preference, which usually belongs only a very sparse subset compared with V , while i is usually chosen by random, the individualized need of the users is neglected. Some paper proposes that BPR can sampling by the items' popularity [33] , nonetheless, this method ignores the specific needs of a minority to some extent. Consequently, the videos of the ''Long Tail'' are neglected. Therefore, we need to develop an effective sampling strategy to select meaningful preference pairwise to obtain better personalized ranking performance.
C. MOTIVATION
BPR assumes that the dataset only has two kinds of data for a user, which is the videos that the user has seen and has not seen. However, the dataset can be given a much more comprehensive definition.
From the view of interaction type, in the real world short video browsing scenario, users often make tendentious browse with multi-relational behavior (Retweet, Reply and View). This results in a variety of feedbacks and biased data. Sampling methods of BPR, which learn pairwise preference of items only from positive and negative level, are unable to utilize the information of multi-channel feedbacks, therefore we need to give multilevel pairwise preference. Besides, from the view of video category, different interests make great varieties in the preferred video category between the users. The sampling methods of BPR, which only learn pairwise preference of items by random, is unable to utilize the information of video category, therefore we need to give non-uniform pairwise preference. For the above reasons, traditional BPR sampling method needs to be updated. We should propose a sampling method that combines multi-feedback solution and multi-category solution together.
In order to overcome these shortcomings of BPR, we define the following principles:
• Users do not change their preferences of video category for a short time.
• What category of a video that the user has seen stands for the user's potential interest in this kind of video.
• Intensive comparison of video of the same category will lead to better ranking. Based on these assumptions, we propose Category-aided Multi-channel Bayesian Personalized Ranking to combine multi-relational feedbacks sampling and category-aided sampling together to overcome this problem. This method learns the preference pairwise by extending to multi-channel of interactions and selective learning what the user most interest in, implicitly enhances the probabilistic of comparing the pairwise that users are most likely interested in. Therefore, our proposed algorithm is expected to have better performance.
D. CMBPR
In this part, the paper proposes the Category-aided Multi-channel Bayesian Personalized Ranking to improve the performance of top-N recommendation. We explain the principle that how CMBPR takes advantage of multi-level feedback and fine granularity of video classification. In addition, we investigate the key factors that result in the success or VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. Illustration of the change of sampling method.
failure of the algorithm. Beyond that, we give the definition of CMBPR+, an extension of CMBPR based on CMBPR's sampling character to achieve better performance.
1) THE ADVANTAGE OF CMBPR
We now express formally how CMBPR makes use of multi-feedback levels and multi-category. Like shown in FIGURE 9, in our learning scenario, the users have three levels of implicit feedbacks except for non-viewed videos, and we categorize our video dataset V as {V 1 , V 2 ..., V l }, where l is the video's category. Therefore, we have to deal with a two-tier problem: the first is how to combine three levels of implicit feedbacks; the second is how to utilize the category information to solve the Long Tail effect.
For the first problem, we propose 2MC-BPR, which is the updated version of MC-BPR [19] . Each level of feedback stands for users' interest level in varying degrees, which can be extracted from the user's operation to the short videos. In BPR, L only has two levels. The higher level is for short videos that the user has viewed and the lower level is for the short videos that the user has not interacted with. In our scenario, we extend L to four different levels according to the characters of our dataset, the highest level is Retweet, Reply, View and Not View are in descending order. In this way, we extend pairwise preference items to 6 different kinds of combination. This can greatly improve the iterative update information for Equation 1, 2, 3.
In addition to extending richer update information of pairwise preference items, CMBPR also engages in more accurate update information of pairwise items. For the convenience of understanding, we first describe two definitions before introducing our new assumption in the following.
Definition 1: Inner-class Pairwise The inner-class pairwise is defined as p (i (l)) > u j (l))| ). It is the preference probability of a user on item i (l) over item j (l), where l is the category of item i and j. Definition 2: Outer-class Pairwise Correspondingly, the outer-class pairwise p i (l)) > u j l )| stands for preference probability of a user on item i (l) over item j l , where i and j are from different categories. We assume that the inner-class pairwise preference is more important than the outer-class pairwise. Therefore, when we choose the video i, we judge the video's category first, and then we choose the video j of the same category with higher probability.
The next important part of the algorithm is to define the sampling ratio of inner-class pairwise and outer-class pairwise. We want to testify whether the change of ratio will affect the HR of CMBPR. The algorithm is demonstrated in Algorithm 1. In this algorithm, for a certain item i with category l i , the sampling distribution can be described as:
where L u | {l i } is the set of items rated by user u, excluding the item i, which is deemed as inner-class. In this equation, β l(i) is set to be hyperparameter described as ''paralabel'' andβ l(i) + l∈L u |{l i } β l = 1. Then the formalization of the sampling distribution is as follows:
1) Random choose a user u.
2) Random choose a feedback channel U of the user u.
3) Sample item i from this feedback channel U . 4) Judge the category of item i. 5) Generating a random number below 1, if the random number is below than hyperparameter paralabel, then sample from inner-class p (j|l i , u) p (l i |u), otherwise sample uniformly from outer-class. The step 1 to step 5 all can be performed in O(1), therefore, the computational complexity of the original bootstrap stochastic gradient descent algorithm does not increase.
2) THE STOCHASTIC GRADIENT DESCENT METHOD CMBPR
However, when we do experiments on this algorithm, we find that there is no obvious increase of HR. We go a step further to make out the sampling procedure and find it owe to the bootstrap stochastic gradient descent method. Here we will give a detailed definition of several stochastic gradient descent of BPR [18] . Definition 3: Full stochastic gradient descent It will have the full gradient over all training data computed and then the model parameters are updated with the learning rate α in each step. Definition 4: Stochastic gradient descent It will traverse the positive item and each i > u j an update is performed. Definition 5: Bootstrap stochastic gradient descent It will abandon the idea of full cycles through the data and chooses i > u j randomly. The author of BPR suggests that choosing bootstrap stochastic gradient descent instead of stochastic gradient descent will lead to faster convergence. However, in our algorithm, we will sample more negative items from innerclass, which means the preference pairwise is more efficient, therefore the bootstrap stochastic gradient descent will not work and the stochastic gradient descent will improve the HR as it will transverse all items of the same level feedback and give effective gradient descent direction. u ← draw a random user from U
5:
U ← draw a random feedback level 6: for i ← 1 to |U | do 7: l ← acquire the category of i 8:Ū ← random draw a feedback level that is lower than U
9:
ifŪ ==Ũ then 10: rq ∈ (0, 1)
11:
if rq < paralabel then 12: j ← draw a random video from V l ofŨ 13: else 14:l ← get category different from l 15: j ← get item from V¯l ofŨ 16: end if 17: Compute gradients and updated the above parameters 18: else 19: j ← draw a random video fromŪ 20: Compute gradients and updated the above parameters 21: end if 22: end for 23 : end for
3) CMBPR+
Based on the analysis of the previous section, we have a deeper look at our dataset. Naturally, we find that a user may prefer several categories of the short videos, and CMBPR cannot measure the different interest level if the user prefers several categories of videos. To solve this problem, we define the following principles:
• The number of view times of a category stands for the user's preference extent.
• The more view times of a category, the more chance to sample from negative items from the same category can enhance the HR of the algorithm. Then the formalization of the sampling distribution is as follows:
1) Random choose a user u. Noting that we still use paralabel as hyperparameter to control sampling ratio. We define this algorithm as CMBPR+ in Algorithm 2. In this procedure, the time-consuming step is (2) , and the other steps can be performed in O(1). However, the users' Retweet, Reply and View behavior are all very sparse. Therefore, the computational complexity does not significantly increase. U ← draw a random feedback level 7: for i ← 1 to |U | do 8: l ← acquire the category of i 9:Ū ← random draw a feedback level that is lower than U
Algorithm 2 CMBPR+

10:
ifŪ ==Ũ then 11: rq ∈ (0, 1)
12:
if rq < p i(l) * paralabel then 13: j ← draw a random video from V l ofŨ 14: else 15:l ← get category different from l 16: j ← get item from V¯l ofŨ 17: end if 18: Compute gradients and updated the above parameters 19: else 20: j ← draw a random video fromŪ 21: Compute gradients and updated the above parameters 22: end if 23: end for 24: end for
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct a serial of experiments to validate our algorithm CMBPR. To comprehensively evaluate our proposed method, we conducted experiments to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: Can CMBPR and CMBPR+ outperforms the other state-of-the-art recommendation methods for multi-channel implicit feedbacks? RQ2: How do different hyperparameter settings affect CMBPR and CMBPR+? VOLUME 7, 2019 RQ3: Are CMBPR helpful for the Long Tail effect by recommending more niche short videos to specific user?
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 1) DATA PREPARATION
In order to evaluate the performance of CMBPR and CMBPR+ in the scenario of short video recommendation in Weibo, we select users who have done at least one of the three kinds of typical Weibo interactions, including Retweet, Reply, and View. We recommend top-N videos instead of scoring the video due to Retweet, Reply and View are all implicit feedbacks and the data do not have an effective rating for the short videos.
2) TRAINING SET AND TEST SET
The aim of our algorithm is to predict the video that the user most likely to watch. For each user, videos in his View records usually include of videos in his Reply and Retweet records for a user has to view before reply and retweet in the process of browsing Weibo. Besides, considering the logical sequence of browsing Weibo, we should predict the future with the past interaction. Therefore, we apply Leave One Out Method to generate training set and test set.
3) EVALUATION CRITERIA
In the evaluation process, for each user u, we score his preference of all items with s u,i . Then we acquire the score list. After removing the videos in the user's training set, we obtain the top-N recommendation list by finding the maximum N scores. We will describe top-N as ''@N'' in the following paper. Besides, we use Hit Rate(HR) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) to evaluate all the algorithms.
HR@N : HR@N is defined as the ratio of the number of users for which the model successfully recall from the test item in the top-N list and the number of all users [34] . HR@N = #hits #users (5) where #users is the total number of test users and #hits is the number of users that our algorithm successfully hit with the size-N recommendation list. NDCG@N : NDCG@N is the ratio of DCG@N to the Ideal DCG@N . NDCG@N is a measure of ranking quality where the higher NDCG value indicates better learning performance, Given the ranking list [v 1 , v 2 , ..., v N ], where v is the recommended video and k is the ranking position [35] .
here
log(1+i) , and t (i) stands for the given value of the video at position i, meanwhile Z is the Ideal DCG@N , a normalization value of the top N videos of a perfect ranking. In NDCG, t (i) usually ranks from 0 to r where r can be set. In our paper, we set r as 1.
B. BASELINES
We use the following algorithm to demonstrate CMBPR and CMBPR+'s performance. We divide the control group as two kinds: comparison with BPR's extensions and comparison with state-of-the-art multi-relational algorithms and several basic algorithm.
1) BPR'S EXTENSIONS
• BPR: This pairwise method was introduced by
Rendle et al. [18] and is the state-of-the-art of personalized ranking for implicit feedback dataset.
• MC-BPR: This is a multi-relation algorithm based on BPR. MC-BPR [19] extends the standard BPR sampling model by exploiting the difference in strength among user feedback ''channels''. It is also designed for implicit feedback datasets.
• 2MC-BPR: This is an improved version of MC-BPR, from two feedback channels to three feedback channels. This is specially designed for our dataset, which conclude of Retweet, Reply and View, three kinds of interactions as feedback.
2) MULTI-BEHAVIOR ALGORITHM AND OTHER BASIC ALGORITHMS
• itemKNN: This is the standard item-based collaborative filtering method. We followed the setting of [36] to adapt it for implicit data.
• Popularity: This algorithm is based on the prevalence of items. The more popular products are easier to be recommended, and the unpopular products can not be recommended [37] .
• PMF: Matrix factorization can factorizes the user-item preference matrix to latent vectors to obtain the user's score on items [38] .
• CMF: The Collective Matrix Factorization [39] simultaneously factor several matrices, sharing parameters among factors when an entity participates in multiple relations. In our paper, CMF consist of three different relation, which is Retweet, Reply and View.
C. PARAMETERS SETTING
There are six parameters in CMBPR. They are learning rate α, regularization λ, paraw and parav, factors, maxIter and paralabel. The relation of learning rate α and regularization λ is shown in FIGURE 10(a). We can find that learning rate around 0.01 have the best performance. Meanwhile, the corresponding regularization is around 0.1. paraw and parav control the probability distribution of different feedback level. The equation is described as below:
where paraw and parav are correspond to ω Q and ω L in Equation (7) . According to FIGURE 10(b), we set paraw to be 0.8 and parav to be 0.9. factors is the dimension of latent vector of user and item, we define it as 128. maxIter is set to be 200. Apparently, parameter relate to our algorithm is paralabel, which controls the sample ratio of inner-class preference pairwise and outer-class preference pairwise. Therefore, we testified the influence of paralabel on HR and NDCG of CMBPR and CMBPR+ in FIGURE 11. FIGURE 11[a] [b] demonstrates the influence of paralabel on CMBPR. The x-axis is sampling ratio of inner-class, and the y-axis is HR and NDCG. We find that paralabel do have an influence on the algorithm. With the increase of paralabel, HR and NDCG are also improving with positive correlation. However, this tendency stops at around 0.7. This indicates that although a high ratio of inner-class sampling will lead to better performance, excessive sampling ratio will make convergence tend to be stabilizing. We can also observe paralabel's influence on CMBPR+ in FIGURE 11 [c] [d] . paralabel in CMBPR is within 1, while paralabel in CMBPR+ do not have this restriction. We can find that paralabel also affect the result of CMBPR+.
D. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
We compare the recommendation performance of BPR's extensions and other methods at first. Then we testify whether CMBPR can exploit the Long Tail effect.   TABLE 3 and TABLE 4 demonstrate the HR and NDCG of all the algorithms. The common feature of CMBPR+ and CMBPR, 2MC-BPR, MC-BPR, BPR is they all based on BPR. The shared character of CMBPR+ and CMBPR, 2MC-BPR, MC-BPR, CMF is they are all multi-behavior algorithms. Except for MC-BPR only consists of two feedbacks, View and Retweet, the other algorithms all consist of three different feedbacks. We can have the following observations:
• BPR is much better than other traditional recommendation algorithm like Popularity, itemKNN and PMF, indicating preference pairwise information can effectively help improve HR.
• Although CMF performs a little better than BPR due to it has multi-behavior information, it is much lower than 2MC-BPR and MC-BPR, which are also featured as multi-behavior algorithm. 2MC-BPR has better performance than MC-BPR, demonstrating the assumption of multi-channel is very effective.
• CMBPR and CMBPR+ substantially outperform the other baselines, for it not only adopts multi-behavior information, but also the video category information.
• HR and NDCG of CMBPR+ are a little better than CMBPR. It is reasonable for it take more detailed user's preferences into consideration. To analyze whether CMBPR can solve the Long Tail problem, we analyze the HR of each category of CMBPR and 2MC-BPR in FIGURE 12. The distinction between CMBPR and 2MC-BPR is whether they adopt category-aided sampling method. The bars in FIGURE 12 are the HR of CMBPR and 2MC-BPR of each category and the HR value refers to the left y-axis. Meanwhile, the stair step plot depicts the ratio of each category videos and the ratio value refers to the right y-axis. We rearrange the order of categories from small ratio to larger ratio for the convenience of observing. We can find that significantly improved categories are Sport, Movie, Music and Star&Show, which are all niche categories while the popular category videos such as Other and Fun can not significantly improve precision by CMBPR. This is because CMBPR have knowledge on user's potential interested categories and then acquire more pairwise information of these categories based on biased sampling inner-class method. Under this condition, CMBPR can mine more details of user's interested category even if it is niche category. Besides, the top-N ranking result depends much on how sufficient the target video is sampled as preference pairwise. The more pairwise effective information will lead to better ranking result. Correspondingly, CMBPR can largely enhance sampling effectiveness and achieves the purpose of precision recommendation while BPR can not fully considerate of sampling negative pairwise from niche category. The above reasons lead to the higher precision of CMBPR than of 2MC-BPR over niche categories. However, we also find that Baby&Pet's HR also enhances and it is a relative large category. We infer that it is because the ratio of total number of Baby&Pet are lower than corresponding ratio of View, Reply and Retweet, which can be find in Section II-B. In other words, users who favor Baby&Pet videos show strong viscosity on this category, therefore the CMBPR enhances sampling effectiveness for pairwise information of this category.
From the above results we can draw the conclusion that in addition to implicit feedback View, multi-feedback Retweet and Reply can provide multi-level of interest tendencies, in turn, the accuracy can be improved. Based on that, biased sampling inclined to the inner-class category will also increase the HR and NDCG. Besides, the Long Tail effect can be effectively solved. Therefore, CMBPR and CMBPR+ are fit for multi-behavior video recommendation in our scenario.
V. RELATED WORK
Recommender system is a very hot research direction, which has received extensive attention in industry and academia. We will introduce recent recommender system from three aspects: BPR Model' extensions, cross domain recommender system and content-based recommender systems.
A. BPR MODEL'S EXTENSIONS
BPR uses maximum posterior estimator and follows pairwise learning-to-rank framework. It can learn users' preferences in recommender system and have a good performance [18] . Therefore, there are various of extensions based on BPR. We will review the related work in detail in this section.
1) BPR MODEL WITH MULTIPLE SAMPLING CRITERIA
Loni et al. [19] propose multi-feedback Bayesian Personalized Ranking to exploit different types of feedback with an extended sampling method, and demonstrate that sampling the negative item with a level-based method can influence the the quality of recommendations. Pan and Chen [20] design a novel algorithm called Group Bayesian Personalized Ranking which introduces richer interactions among users via group preference. Rendle and Freudenthaler [21] find that tailed item distributions lead to noneffective SGD updates, and propose a non-uniform sampling distribution that adapts both to the context and the current state of learning. He et al. [22] proposed Listwise Bayesian Personalized Ranking Next Pointof-Interest (POI) recommendation. This method first predicts user's next destination type then filter the POI candidates by the predicated destination type. From the above work we can draw conclusion that sampling distribution of BPR will affect the algorithm performance. It is important to design an efficient sampling method to adapt to the model. However, the above models do not achieve significant performance improvement on personalized recommendation of short video. Lerche and Jannach [23] derive additional pairwise preferences and in the optimization phase bias the optimization procedure to draw a certain amount of samples from these additionally available data points.
2) BPR MODEL WITH NEURAL NETWORK
Ding et al. [40] propose the BayDNN model combining Bayesian Personalized Ranking and Deep Neural Networks for friend recommendation. They use one-dimensional convolutional neural network to extract latent deep structural feature representations and then use BPR to captures users preference based on the extracted deep features. He and Mcauley [41] propose a scalable factorization model to incorporate visual signals extracted from pretrained deep CNN into BPR. In summary, with the introduction of DNN, latent deep structural feature representations of social relation or image are extracted, and then can be applied to the Bayesian personalized ranking learning to captures user preference based on the extracted deep features. However, the above Neural Network have limitation on detecting individualized need on short video recommendation.
3) BPR MODEL FOR RELATIONAL DATA
Relational learning is an important part for recommender system. Not only it can improve accuracy of recommender system results by making full use of auxiliary information, but also can predict another relation by collective matrix factorization. As a matrix factorization method, BPR is also applied in relational learning. For instance, Singh and Gordon [24] propose a hierarchical Bayesian model and develop a block Metropolis-Hastings sampler and Hessian of the likelihood to accelerated the convergence. Manotumruksa et al. [25] proposed PRFMC model that incorporate geographical and social probabilistic models in the same time for the first time to enhance the performance of the BPR model for venue recommendation. Liu et al. [26] also propose BPR with multi-relation data such as social relations and item contents. Krohngrimberghe et al. [27] present a multi-relational factorization, which extended BPR to social-relational case and solve cold-start problem correspondingly. Coincidentally, Zhao et al. [28] also propose social Bayesian personalized ranking to leverage social connections to improve personalized ranking for collaborative filtering. From the above work we can see, as matrix factorization method, Multi-matrix factorization BPR provide a scalable and effective approach for multi-relational learning tasks. Peska [42] , [43] proposes method incorporates content alignments based on multiple similarity matrices into the BPR' s optimization criterion and is able to learn the weight of each similarity matrix. However, despite the auxiliary information, these algorithms are not designed for personalized recommendation of short videos in social networking.
In conclusion, the above literature focuses on relational data, combining users' social relation or items' feature and bias the optimization procedure. There are few special designed BPR algorithms coping with personalized recommendation problem of short videos in social networking which combines detecting user preference and utilize multi-behavior information at the same time.
B. CROSS DOMAIN RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
Online platforms are generally divided into two types, one is information-oriented, such as some e-commerce websites, emphasizing user-item interaction; the other is social-oriented, such as Twitter, which provides social network services with rich user-user links. Although these two domains are heterogeneous, they will share some users, called bridge users, through which we can make cross-domain social recommendation.
Liu et al. [26] assume that the user hyperparameters and item hyperparameters are different for each user vector and item vector and sample user hyperparameters and item hyperparameters according to the social relations and item contents to fuse social relations and item contents with ratings. Wang et al. [44] present a novel Neural Social Collaborative Ranking approach to seamlessly sews up the user-item interactions in information domains and user-user connections in social networks. Zhao et al. [28] develop a model, Social Bayesian Personalized Ranking, based on the simple observation that users tend to assign higher ranks to items that their friends prefer. Wang et al. [45] use neighbourhood overlap to approximate tie strength and extend the popular Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) model to incorporate the distinction of strong and weak ties. Cui et al. [46] represent videos with users' social attributes, and represent users with content attributes of videos for video recommendation. Deng et al. [47] proposes a dynamic user modeling strategy to tackle personalized video recommendation issues in the multimedia sharing platform YouTube, by transferring knowledge from the social textual stream-based platform Twitter. Sun et al. [48] proposes a social-aware group recommendation framework that jointly utilizes both social relationships and social behaviors to infer a group's preference for video recommendation.
Despite cross domain recommender system can improve the algorithm accuracy by enriched users' information, it has limitation on items' content information and users' specific operational behavior when watch videos. Therefore, recommender system only considering the social features is not enough.
C. CONTENT-BASED RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS AND HYBRID APPROACHES
Due to the advantage of having no cold start problem, content-based recommendation algorithm attract lots of attetion.
Mei et al. [11] propose a novel video-driven recommender called VideoReach, which is able to recommend a list of the most relevant videos according to a user' s current viewing without his/her profile. Mihai Gabriel [12] , Mehdi Elahi [13] design a recommender system algorithm which needs to be optimized in order to use a wealth of information encoded in the actual image and audio signals. Users and textual content are embedded into latent feature space. Chen et al. [14] apply text embedding function that can be learned end-toend to predict user interactions with items. Deldjoo et al. [49] extract a number representative low-level visual features and then generate personalized content-based recommendations based on this feature. Cui et al. [3] propose an algorithm consists of trust friends computing model and video's quality evaluation model to enhance prediction precision. Liu et al. [15] propose an improved Item Category aware Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machine Frame model for recommendation by integrating item category information as the conditional layer, aiming to optimise the model parameters. Choi et al. [50] propose a method that constructs genre correlation, and apply our proposed method to the GroupLens movie database.
However, content-based recommendation algorithm usually have limitations of complex content feature extraction procedure and hard to take account of users' watching behavior. Therefore, we propose an method to combine content-based recommendation algorithm and BPR together to conquer the above problems.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the relationship between user preference and video category. Based on the conclusion, we design a state-of-the-art algorithm Category-aided BPR to introduces more detailed relationship of users potentially interested video category. Besides, we extend multi-channel BPR from two different feedbacks to three different implicit feedbacks. In addition, we propose a content-based recommendation algorithm Category-aided Multi-channel Bayesian Personalized Ranking, its sampling method combines Category-aided BPR and Multi-channel BPR. With a real-world short video dataset of one of the largest social network Weibo, we perform a series of experiments. And we demonstrate that CMBPR can recommend short videos with more accuracy compared with BPR and other multi-behavior algorithms, and CMBPR can effectively solve the influence of the ''Long Tail'' effect.
For future works, we will extend BPR with more social network information, for instance, we will optimize the short video's classification method, besides, we will combine social relation to improve short video recommendation. 
